Low Slope Gutter Application

Using RoofEdge™, Face Plate and Membrane

Membrane, welded or glued
Bonding Adhesive
Sealant
Bracket or Face Plate*
Fasten into structure and RoofEdge™
Gutter

Place brackets so as not to interfere with drain holes, OR, if using a face plate, must be perforated to allow drainage

*BRACKETS & FACE PLATES PROVIDED BY OTHERS, DESIGNED FOR APPROPRIATE LOADS

Gutter, sealants, membranes, brackets, face plates and fasteners should be installed according to manufacturer specifications. RoofEdge may not be sufficient as a structural component, depending on the slope, run, and size of the green roof. See Liveroof.com for technical bulletin of RoofEdge properties and loading tables. Consult an engineer for specific end force containment recommendations.